HB 2598 and HB 4083 both
put drinking water at risk.

PROTECTING
DRINKING WATER
FROM OIL AND GAS
WASTE TANKS

Both HB 2598 and HB 4083 would endanger drinking water quality across
West Virginia

Oil and gas waste tanks contain a mixture of harmful chemicals

If HB 2598 or HB 4083 passes, regulation of oil and gas waste tanks would
revert back to a less effective system

HB 4083 expands upon HB 2598 to also include several other harmful changes
that put drinking water at further risk
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HB 2598 and HB 4083 would both
endanger drinking water quality across
West Virginia.

Surface water–
influenced groundwater
system

County

1

Newell Company

Hancock

2

Follansbee Municipal

Brooke

3,609

3

City of Wellsburg

Brooke

1,552

4

Beech Bottom Water Dept.

Brooke

230

5

Benwood Water Dept.

Marshall

564

6

McMechen Municipal
Water

Marshall

783

7

Glen Dale Water Works

Marshall

1,140

8

Moundsville

Marshall

4,414

9

Grandview-Doolin PSD

Wetzel

996

10

New Martinsville

Wetzel

2,660

11

Paden City

Tyler

1,222

12

Tyler County PSD (FKA
Friendly PSD)

Tyler

957

13

City of Belmont

Pleasants

427

14

Union Williams PSD

Wood

3,276

15

Vienna

Wood

5,356

16

Parkersburg

Wood

15,876

17

Lubeck PSD

Wood

4,866

18–
20

Mason County PSD-Letart,
Mason
Lakin District, Crab Creek

Map
Label

SWIG systems in West Virginia

Approximately 766 oil and gas waste tanks,
across 30 West Virginia counties, would become
unregulated should either bill pass.

Pop.
served
650

5,509

It is
important
to regulate
tanks in
ZCCs

Timeline
2014

•

Ohio River
SWIGs are
highly
susceptible to
contamination

•

•

2017

•

2018

•

2019

•
2020

•
•

2021

•

SWIG

ZCC
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Oil and gas waste tanks contain a
mixture of harmful chemicals.
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Oil and
gas waste
tanks
contain a
mixture of
produced
water and
crude oil

•


Pollutants
of concern




•
•

87% of the 766 tanks self-report holding
something other than just brine.

Pollutants in
oil and gas
waste tanks
can
contaminate
public
drinking water

These
pollutants
harm human
health at low
concentrations
Pollutant

Maximum
contaminant level
(MCL)

Benzene

0.005 mg/L

Toluene

1 mg/L

Ethylbenzene

0.7 mg/L

Liver or kidney problems

Xylenes

10 mg/L

Nervous system damage

Radium 226,
Radium 228

5 pCi/L

Increased risk of cancer

Barium

2 mg/L

Increase in blood pressure

Lead

0.015 mg/L

Health effects
Anemia; decrease in blood platelets; increased risk of
cancer
Nervous system, kidney, or liver problems

Delays in physical or mental development of infants and
children; children could show slight deficits in attention
span and learning abilities. Kidney problems or high blood
pressure in adults
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If HB 2598 or HB 4083 passes, regulation
of oil and gas waste tanks would revert
back to a less effective system.
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Safeguard

Other rules*

Aboveground Storage Tank rule

Inspections by owners/
operators

Periodic inspection1

Secondary containment routine
maintenance inspection every 14 days

Yearly inspection2

Tank visual inspection every month
Yearly inspections and certifications

Evaluations by professional
engineer or other certified
None
person

Evaluation and certification that tanks are
fit for service every three years

Spill prevention and
response plan or
groundwater protection
plan

Required3

Required to be updated every five years

Evaluation of damaged
tanks

None

Evaluation by a professional engineer or
other certified person within 30 days of
discovery

Violations
are
common at
oil and gas
waste
tanks
An oil and gas
waste tank in
contact with
water, with moss
growing around
the bottom of the
tank. Cited by
DEP for lack of
inspection and
lack of spill
prevention and
response plan.

AST Act
inspections
are needed
to
document
violations
A corroding oil and gas waste tank.
Cited by DEP for lack of inspection of
secondary containment and lack of
corrosion prevention measures.

# Violations Description

AST Act
inspections
are
thorough
and
protective

670

Lack of proper inspection

238

Inadequate leak detection

214

Inadequate corrosion protection

208

Inadequate secondary containment structures

159

Lack of notification to emergency service/public
water intakes

131

Missing/inadequate spill response prevention plan

72

Tank not appropriately labeled

48

Lack of proper registration

In 2019,
most leaks
and spills
were from
tanks that
would be
unregulated

An oil and gas waste tank with
corrosion and leakage. Cited by DEP
for lack of registration, inspection,
and maintenance as well as failure to
notify downstream public water
system of its contents and quantity.

The Office of Oil and Gas only has nine
inspectors statewide to monitor
approximately 75,000 wells and almost
28,000 aboveground storage tanks.
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HB 4083 expands upon HB 2598 to also
include several other harmful changes
that put drinking water at further risk.
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Shut-off valves would
no longer be regulated
and could be located
outside of secondary
containment, making it
more likely that toxic
chemicals will leak into
rivers and streams

Locating shut-off valves outside of secondary containment structures would allow the
entire contents of a tank to drain to the environment rather than into the secondary
containment area. These important structures must be included in routine
inspections.

Owners/operators of
tanks that leak and
become empty would no
longer be required to
remediate the site or
follow other
closure rules

Spills and leaks will be
allowed to occur directly
into rivers and streams

Regulatory agencies
and downstream water
utilities would no longer
be informed of oil and
gas waste tanks
upstream from drinking
water intakes

HB 4083 contradicts
other state and federal
regulations

Almost 28,000 tanks
that hold oil and gas waste
would be erased from view.

